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Offshore platforms are categorized according to the water depth in which installed. Regarding to 
rising demand of deep water drilling and exploration, floating production system (FPS) is one of 
the best alternative due to ease of installation and transportation. The main concern for FPS is 
stability in wave motions. This report consists of dynamic analysis of semi-submersible both :in 
fh:quency domain and time domain. Due to complexity of calculations, this· analysis is 
accomplished by computer programming. This report mainly focused on analysis of semi-
submersible as a whole structure. ln literature review the types of platform are briefly described 
including their similarities and differences. Our focus in this project is mainly draws to three 
critical motions of platform, which are surge:, heave and pitch. These displacements are studied 
under random waves. For random wave generation, P .. M is ·chosen. The forces on body are 
calculated by Froude·-Krylov theory. ln this report the effect of water depth is investigated. Th·e 
frequency domain analysis is done for two drafts and the results are compared together. For time 
domain analysis one case is accomplished using Newmark's Beta method and the result is 
compared with frequency domain method. 
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As the demand for oil and gas is rising nowadays. the petroleum industry inquires continues 
development thus deep water oil exploration plays an important role in this industry. For 
exploration and production of oil and gas in deep water it is inevitable to install floating platform 
since using fixed structure is not feasible. 
The concern about' semi' submersible platform is stability against wave motion. As it is obvious 
operating a proper drilling in deep water needs structural stability of platform. 
1.1 Background of Study 
This report will concentrate on dynamic analysis of senti SLtbmersible platforms. Offshore 
platforms are exposed not only to the extreme conditions of the environment such as wave slam, 
ice impacL and fatigue. but also to accidental events such as boat impact and objects dropped off 
the platform. The list of such' accidental events that have occurred over the past several decades 
is myriad. It includes ramming by a supply boat that went full ahead rather than full .istern. 
impact from the reinforced corner of a cargo barge, and impact by a derrick barge whose 
mooring lines had parted. The dropped-objects category includes a number of pedestal cranbs 
pulled off their supports when they attempted to follow the movements of a supply boat and thus 
exceeded their allowable radii, also drill collars, casing, a mud pump. and pile hammer. 
To design of floating offshore platform there are variety of aspects should be under 
consideration. One of the most critical aspects is environmental issues. Some of these challenges 
are listed as below: 
• Weight control and stability became key design drivers 
• Dynamic responses govern the loads on mooring and equipment 
" Fatigue is an important consideration 
• In ~;ome areas, the new environmental make design difficult, e.g. 
o Large currents in deepwater of Gulf of Mexico 
o High seas and strong currents in North Atlantic 
o Long period swells in West Africa 
Installation of the platforms, mooring and decks in deepwater present new challenge 
1.2 Problem Statement 
Design of semi submersible structures is a crucial issue since it should appreciate diiTerent 
aspects. ln the design of semi-submersible, and its configuration in particular. a clear idea of 
the functions it must perform should be in hand .. These will strongly influence 
configurational choices. Besides drilling, these tl.mctions include production, heavy lift. 
accommodations, operational support (surface, subsea), and even space launch .. 
Apart from the mission and suppmi functions, stated simply, there are two essential functiohs 
it must of semi-submersible: 
• To stably suppmi a payload above the highest waves 
" To minimally respond to waves. 
To achieve these requirements we need to have accurate analysis based on structural dynamic 
principles. 
1.3 Oli,jectives 
I. To prepare a detailed literature survey about the semi-submersible technology for 
offshore platform. 
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